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Abstract. Bud emergence, spindle pole body duplication and DNA replication are all dependent on the activation of the CDC28 protein kinase at the Start point
in the G1 phase of the cell cycle. Bud emergence requires polarization of the cytoskeleton and secretory
vesicles to a specific site on the cell surface. Cdc28p
activated by Gl-cyclins triggers polarization of actin to
the site of bud emergence and favors apical bud
growth (Lew, D. J., and S. I. Reed. 1993. J. Cell Biol.
120:1305-1320). We isolated slt2-1 as a mutation that
enhances the division defect of cdc28 mutants with
defects at Start. Slt2p(Mpklp) is a member of the

MAP kinase family (Lee, K. S., K. Irie, Y. Gotoh,
Y. Watanabe, H. Araki, E. Nishida, K. Matsumoto,
and D. E. Levin. 1993. Mol. Cell. Biol. 13:30673075). We show that sit2 mutants exhibit phenotypes
similar to those shown by mutants of the yeast actin
cytoskeleton, including delocalization of chitin deposition and of actin cortical spots and the accumulation
of secretory pathway membranes and vesicles. Furthermore, slt2 ::HIS3 act1-1 and slt2 : :HIS3 myo2-66
double mutants are inviable. We suggest that Slt2p
functions downstream or in parallel with Cdc28p in
promoting bud formation and apical growth.

ELL reproduction involves cell cycle-specific events
occurring both in the nucleus and in the cytoplasm.
In the budding cell cycle of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, a number of stage-specific events direct the position
and the morphology of the bud. These events include the
choice of a bud site, the localization of a specific group of
proteins to the site from which the bud will emerge, and the
polarization of cell surface growth to the new bud site. Assembly of the bud-site complex is required for the polarization of the yeast cytoskeleton and the targeting of secretory
vesicles to the bud site (for reviews see references 9, 12, 32).
The initial growth of the bud is highly polarized. Actin
cortical patches (22), calmodulin (6), and the SPA2 protein
(53, 54) are localized to the tips of the bud during this period
of apical growth. Actin localization and bud growth are less
polarized later in the cell cycle. The timing of this shift and
the degree of delocalization determine bud shape, with isotropic growth favoring spherical forms (28, 55).
The entry into a new cell cycle involves the coordinated
but independent pathways of bud initiation, spindle pole
body duplication, and nuclear DNA synthesis (43). The triggering of these pathways all require the activation of the
CDC28 protein kinase in the G1 phase of the ceil cycle (45).
This regulatory point of the cell cycle has been baptized

"Start" (18). The manner in which the CDC28 ldnase promotes bud formation at Start is not well defined. Lew and
Reed (28) have shown that actin polarization can be triggered
by the kinase activity of Cdc28p complexed with G1 cyclins,
and they mapped the time at which actin polarization occurs
in their synchronized cells to be soon after Start. Localization of Cdc3p (23) and Spa2p (54) to the presumptive bud
site occurs substantially before bud emergence, but the precise timing of these events relative to CDC28 kinase activation at Start was not examined. However, cdc28 mutants at
their restrictive temperature and wild-type cells treated with
mating pheromone can polarize their growth to form a
projection in the apparent absence of CDC28 kinase activity
(28, 31, 54). These observations suggest that a pathway for
polarizing growth independent of Cdc28p also exists in
S. cerevisiae.
We isolated a mutation of the SLT2(MPKI) MAP kinase
gene that augments the division defect of cells expressing a
partially inactivated cdc28 mutant. We show that sit2 mutants exhibit defects in cell polarity and accumulate secretory
vesicles. We suggest that Slt2p acts downstream or in parallel
with Cdc28p to promote bud morphogenesis.
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Yeast Strains and General Methods
The yeast strains used in this study are listed in Table I. The cdc28-109 allele
was found amongst a collection of cdc28 mutants in the Department of
Genetics (University of Washington, Seattle, WA). Its characterization will
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be described elsewhere. The CML6 and CMLI3 SLT2+ strains were obtained by transforming respectively CMY678 MATc~ sit2-1 and CML12
MATa sit2-1 strains with a YIp-URA3-SLT2plasmid and targeting plasmid
integration to the sit2-1 site. SLT2+ura3- segregants were then selected by
growth on a 5-fluoro-orotic acid (FOA)l-contalning medium. Media containing FOA for the counterselection of URA3+ plamids were prepared as
described (3). Standard genetic and molecular manipulations were performed as described (49, 50). The segregation in genetic crosses of cdc28109, sit2, actl, and myo2-66 was followed by complementation testing of
the temperature-sensitive mutations.

Determination of CeU Volumes
Cell volumes were determined by photographing cells at 250× magnification with a Zeiss Axioplan light microscope equipped with differential interferenee contrast optics. The negatives were projected onto a flat surface and
the major and minor axes of unbudded cells and the mother cell portions
of budded cells were measured. Cell volumes were estimated by assuming
the cells to be prolate ellipsoids and using the formula V = 4xab2/3,
where a is the semi-major axis and b is the semi-minor axis. At least 250
cells were measured for each population examined.

Ifme Lapse Photomicroscopy
5 tA of a cell suspension containing approximately 6 × 106 cells per mi
were placed on a thin layer of YPD agar on a microscope slide. A cover
slip was placed over the cells and cell proliferation was followed by
differerential interference contrast microscopy at a magnification of 250×.

Fluorescence Microscopy
Cells were fixed in 3.7 % formaldehyde and stained with Calcofluor to detect
chitin or with rhodamine-conjugated phalloidin to detect filamentous actin
as described (42, 44), except that rhodamine-phalloidin (Sigma Immunochemicals, St. Louis, MO) was dissolved in phosphate-buffered saline at
100 mM and used at a final concentration of 6.6 mM.

growth to the mutant. Restriction enzyme analysis of these plasmids showed
them all to contain genomic DNA inserts derived from the same chromosomal region. A URA3plasmid integrated at this chromosomal locus was
found to be tightly linked to the sit2-1 mutation in CMY678 by tetrad analysis (no recombination between URA3 and sit2-1 in 10 complete tetrads),
thereby demonstrating that we had cloned the corresponding wild-type
gene. A 2.2-kb KpnI/BgllI restriction fragment from this region was able
to complement the CMY678 temperature-sensitive phenotype when cloned
into the centromeric vector pRS316 (51). An open reading frame on this
fragment was necessary for the complementation and its DNA sequence
showed it to be identical to the previously described SLT2 gene (60), except
for three nucleotide differences. In the numbering scheme of Fig. 3 of Torres
et al. (60), we found C at nucleotide 1035 in place of G, leading to the substitution of valine at amino acid 126 for leueine, and we found CG at nucleotide positions 2270 and 2271 instead of GC, leading to the substitution of
threonine at amino acid 467 in place of serine. After determining the identity of the gene, we named our EMS-indueed mutation sit2-1.
An slt2::HIS3 disruption was made by substituting a 1.3-kb HindIII fragment internal to the SLT2 gene carried on pRS316 with a 1.7-kb HIS3 fragment. The resulting construction deletes all but the first 219 bp of SLT2 coding sequence. Digestion of the pRS316-slt2::HlS3 plasmid with EcoRI
+XbaI releases a fragment of about 2.3 kb that may be used to disrupt the
SLT2 gene by one-step gene replacement (48).

Electron Microscopy
Yeast cells were fixed by addition of glutaraldehyde directly to the YPD
growth medium at a final concentration of 2% (vol/vol) for '~30 rain. Cells
were then centrifuged, resuspended in a buffer containing 2% glutaraldehyde, 0.1 M sodium eacodylate (pH 7.4), and 0.8 M sorbitol, and then incubated overnight. Cells were then posttixed for 1 h in reduced osmium (a 1:1
mixture of 2 % aqueous osmium tetroxide and 3 % aqueous potassium ferrocyanide), dehydrated in ethanol, and embedded in Epon. 80-urn sections
were cut with a Reichert ultramierotome, stained for 2 rain with lead citrate
and examined at 80 IN with a Philips CMI2 electron microscope.

Results

Cloning and Disruption of SLT2
The temperature-sensitive mutation in strain CMY678 was isolated as being
colethal with cdc28-109 at 28°C (see Results). CMY678 was transformed
with DNA libraries constructed in the eentromeric plasmid YCp50 (47) and
in the multicopy vector pFL44 (4) and temperature-resistant Ura+ transformants were selected at 37"C. One plasmid from the YCp50 bank and several plasmids from the pFIA4 bank were found that restored wild-type

1. Abbreviation used in this paper: FOA, 5-fluoro-orotic acid.

Isolation of sit2-1 ~ As a cdc28-colethal Mutation
In the hope of identifying functions that are required either
downstream or in parallel with the CDC28 protein kinase for
cell-cycle progression, we are isolating mutants that are
colethal (synthetically lethal) with cdc28. A cdc28-colethal
mutant is one which in combination with a temperaturesensitive cdc28 mutant prevents growth at a normally per-

Table L Yeast Strains Used in This Study
Name
CMY678
CML6
CML12
CML13
CMLI4
CML15
SC55
CML20
CML22
CMY712
CML27
CML29
CMY776
CMY830
YC190
CMY715

Genotype

Source

Match, sit2-1, ura3-52, leu2, trpl, ade2, lys2-801
CMY678 SLT2 ÷ isogenic strain
Mata, slt2-1, ura3-52, trpl, ade2, lys2-801, leu2
CML12 SLT2+ isogenic strain
Match,sit2-1, ura3-52, trpl, ade2, lys2-801, his3A200
Mata/~, slt2-1/slt2-1, ura3-52/ura3-52, trpl/trpl, ade2/ade2, lys2-801/lys2-801,
leu2/LEU2 his3A2OO/HIS3
Mata/c~,ura3-52/ura3-52, trplA1/trplA1, his3A2OO/his3A200, ade2-101/ade2-101,
lys2-801/lys2-801, leu2/LEU2 cant~CAN~
Mata, slt2A::HIS3, ura3-52, trplA1, ade2-101, lys2-801
Mata, ura3-52, trplA1, his3A200, ade2-101, lys2-801
Mata, cdc28-4, ura3-52, trplA1, leu2Al, his3A200, ade2-101, tyrl
Match,slt2A::HIS3, ura3-52, trplA1, ade2-101, leu2A1
Mata, slt2A::HIS3, ura3-52, trplA1, ade2-101, (leu2Al, lys2-801 ?)
Match, actl-1, ura3-52
Mata, myo2-66, ura3-52, leu2Al, ade2-101, his3A200, his6
Mata, ura3-52, lys2-801, ade2-101, his3A200, trplA1, leu2A90, slklAI::TRP1
Mata, cdc28-1N, ura3-52, leu2A1, lys2-801
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This
This
This
This
This

study
study
study
study
study

This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
Novick and Botstein, 1985 and this study
Johnston et al., 1991 and this study
Costigan et al., 1991
This study

missive temperature for either single mutant. A conceptually
similar scheme was used to search for possible downstream
effectors of the Drosophila sevenless protein kinase (52).
The results of this screen will be described in detail elsewhere. Briefly, a cdc28-109 temperature-sensitive mutant
was transformed with an autonomously replicating plasmid
containing the URA3 and CDC28 genes (YEp24-CDC28).
These cells were then mutagenized with ethylmethanesulfonate and spread on YPD plates to have individual colonies
at the permissive temperature (24°C) for the cdc28-109
mutant. The colonies were then replicated at the semipermissive temperature of 28°C to plates containing media
either selecting for (synthetic medium without uracil [-Ura])
or counterselecting (synthetic medium containing FOA) the
YEp24-CDC28 plasmid. Colonies able to grow on the -Ura
plates but not the FOA plates at 28°C were considered to harbor mutations colethal with cdc28-109. We next screened
amongst the colethal mutations for those that caused temperature-sensitive growth at 37°C even in the presence of a
wild-type CDC28 gene. One such mutation, slt2-1 (see
below), was seen to give rise to a population of unusually
small cells at the restrictive temperature and is the subject
of this paper. The cdc28-109 slt2-1/YEp24-CDC28 mutant
strain was backcrossed to a wild-type strain and tetrads were
dissected after sporulation of the resulting diploid strain.
The traits of colethality with cdc28-109 at 28°C and temperature sensitivity for growth at 37°C were linked and segregated as a single mutation in 12 tetrads.
The cdc28-109 mutation leads to an arrest of cell division
in both the G1 and G2 phases at the restrictive temperature
of 37°C (unpublished data). To see if the incompatability between the slt2 and cdc28 mutations could be assigned to a
G1 or G2 specific function of cdc28, we crossed the slt2-1
mutant with cdc28-4 and cdc28-1N mutants. The cdc28-4 mutation preferentially inactivates the G1 function of Cdc28p
(46), whereas the cdc28-1N allele preferentially inactivates
a G2/mitotic function of the kinase (40, 57). slt2-1 cdc28-1N
double mutants were readily obtained and grew as well as
the individual single mutants at the permissive temperature
for these mutants. In contrast, the sit2-1 cdc28-4 double mutants, although viable at 24°C, grew more slowly and exhibited phenotypes at 24°C that were only seen at higher
temperatures in the single mutants. Furthermore, cdc28-4
and slt2-1 mutants can each grow at the semi-permissive
temperature of 30°C, whereas the double mutant was inviable at this temperature. These genetic interactions suggest
that CDC28 and SLT2 cooperate in performing a Gl-specific
function.
A DNA fragment complementing the slt2-1 temperaturesensitive growth defect was obtained from a YCp50 yeast
genomic DNA library (47). DNA sequencing of the complementing region revealed the presence of a gene identical
to the previously described SLT2 (suppressor of lyt2) gene
(60), except for three nucleotide differences (see Materials
and Methods). The SLT2 gene encodes a protein that is similar to the CDC28, FUS3, and KSS1 protein kinases (26, 60).
Cdc28p is a member of the CDC2 family of protein kinases
whereas Fus3p and Ksslp are members of the MAP/ERK
family of kinases. A sequence comparison of Slt2p with all
known CDC2-1ike and MAP kinases shows that Slt2p clearly
belongs to the MAP kinase family (Fig. 1). Slt2p has a
carboxy-terminal extension relative to most of the CDC2/
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CDC28 and MAP kinases. If only the shared catalytic domains are considered, Slt2p is about 28% identical to the
CDC2/CDC28 kinases compared to about 42 % identity with
the MAP kinases. The sequence PSTAIRE is present in
most of the CDC2-1ike kinases and has been implicated in
the binding of mitotic cyclins (13). The PSTA portion of
PSTAIRE is not conserved in SLT2 (aa 66-72) and the MAP
kinases. The sequence GTYG is present near the aminoterminus of all the CDC2/CDC28 kinases. An inhibitory phosphorylation of this tyrosine residue, and sometimes the adjacent threonine residue, regulates the timing of activation of
CDC2 and the entry into mitosis (37). In SLT2 (amino acids
32-35) and the MAP kinases, this sequence is replaced by
GAYG and there is no evidence so far for the phosphorylation
of the tyrosine residue in this sequence. Furthermore, we
have identified an additional 8-amino acid residues (Fig. 1)
that are conserved in all MAP kinase homologs examined to
date, including SLT2, but are not found in any of the CDC2like kinases. Amongst these is a tyrosine residue (aa 192 of
SLT2) whose phosphorylation by distinct MAP kinase kinases is required for the activation of the MAP kinases (24).
This tyrosine residue is contained within the sequence TEY
found in all MAP kinases except the recently identified
HOG1 kinase (5), where it is TGY. The SLT2 gene has also
been re-isolated by Lee et al. as a multicopy suppressor of
a bckl(slkl) mutant (26). They have shown that a Xenopus
MAP kinase can complement an sit2 mutation, that mutation
of threonine-190 to alanine or tyrosine-192 to phenylalanine
inactivates SLT2, and they have renamed the gene MPK1.
A multicopy plasmid containing an SLT2 gene deleted for
the sequence encoding the last 158 amino acids of the protein
was obtained while isolating multicopy suppressors of a
cdc28-1N mutation (Marc Blondel, personal communication). This deletion removes the carboxy-terminal amino
acid sequence specific to slt2p as well as two residues
(glu327 and pro328) that are found in all MAP kinases examined to date (see Fig. 1). Further examination showed that
this plasmid could partially suppress the temperature-sensitive phenotype of the cdc28-1N mutation, but was incapable
of complementing the slt2-1 mutation. The cdc28-1N allele
gives a G2/mitosis-specific arrest at 37°C (40, 57). We found
that both the truncated SLT2 gene and the intact SLT2 gene
on multicopy plasmids were capable of partially suppressing
the cdc28-1N temperature-sensitive phenotype. We interpret
these results as indicating that the slt2p truncation deletes
residues that are required for the function of slt2p, but not
necessarily for the basic kinase activity of the protein. In this
model, the partial suppression of the cdc28-1N mutation
might be explained by the ability of the overexpressed SLT2
kinase, in its intact or truncated form, to phosphorylate certain critical substrates of CDC28 in G2/mitosis. This possibility is rendered plausible by the similarity in structure and
substrate specificity of the CDC2 and MAP kinase families
(39). Wild-type cells are transiently inhibited in their growth
after transformation with multicopy plasmids containing the
intact or truncated SLT2 gene, but then seem to adapt to this
overexpression and grow normally.

Phenotypic Characterization of the sit24 Mutant
Disruption of the SLT2 (MPK1) gene caused a temperaturesensitive cell lysis phenotype (26, 60). We observed a similar
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nase and CDC2/CDC28 kinase
families showing SLT2 to belong to the MAP kinase family.

Residues that are absolutely
conserved amongst MAP ki-

nase family members (including SLT2), but not found in
the CDC2/CDC28 kinases are
highlighted in bold. This comparison was based on an examination of 15 MAP kinase
sequences and 13 CDC2/
CDC281CDK2 kinase sequences found in the sequence
databases, but only a representative sample is shown here
in order to conserve space.

Asterisks indicate residues that
are identical between the MAP

and CDC2/CDC28 kinases and

368
416
467

CDC28 kinases. The sequences
shown are CDC2 from Homo
sapiens and Schizosaccharomyces pombe and CDC28 from
S. cerevisiae. Representatives
of the MAP kinase family include: FUS3, KSSI, HOG1
and SLT2 from S. cerevisiae,
ERK1 of Rattus norvegicus
and MPK1 of X. laevis.
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phenotype for the EMS-induced slt2-1 mutation. Transfer of
slt2-1 cells from 24 ° to 37°C leads to a rapid loss of cell viability (Fig. 2 A) associated with a large degree of cell lysis
as seen by phase contrast microscopy. The cell division arrest was not homogeneous, although the percentage of unbudded cells increased at 37°C from 49 to 71% before death
of most cells in the culture after 4 h of incubation. A proportional increase in the fraction of cells with a G1 DNA content
was observed at 37°C as monitored by cytofluorimetry (data
not shown). Cell lysis was observed for both budded and unbudded ceils in the culture.
We additionally noticed a novel slt2 phenotype: mutant
cells exhibit a strikingly heterogeneous range of sizes including unusually small cells with a characteristic pear-shaped
morphology and abnormally large, round cells. This size
heterogeneity was characterized by measuring cell volumes
from photomicrographs. At the permissive temperature of
24°C, exponentially growing sit24 cells were highly viable
with little or no signs of cell lysis, but a subpopulation of
small cells was manifest that was never seen in the wild-type
control strain (Fig. 2, B and C). Transferring the cells to the
semi-permissive temperature of 30°C increased dramatically the cell size heterogeneity and increased the percentage
of unhudded cells in the population from 49 to 66%. After
4 h at 30°C, about 20% of the cells were unusually small.

tive members of the MAP ki-

dots indicate evolutionarily
conserved residue substitutions
for the MAP and CDC2/

........................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................
..................................................................................................
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ScSLT2
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Figure 1. Sequence comparison of SLT2 with representa-

At the same time, a subpopuhtion of unusually large, round
cells was observed. Although the slt2-1 cells can be grown
continuously at 30°C, there is a significant level of cell death
observed at this temperature (Fig. 2 A). Transferring cells
from 24 ° to 37°C also induced a cell size heterogeneity (Fig.
2, B and C) that was accompanied at this temperature by the
death of the entire population (Fig. 2 A). An isogenic SLT2
strain showed no change in its cell-size distribution when
transferred from 24 ° to 30°C. Transferring the SLT2 strain
from 24 ° to 37°C for 4 h caused an overall shift to larger
cell sizes compared to 24°C (Fig. 2 C) that may be attributed
to a transitory G1 arrest associated with the 37°C heat shock
(21). Note, however, that the cell size distribution remains
clustered and no small cells are generated,
We never observed a bud associated with the subpopulation of small, pear-shaped sit2 cells. Time-lapse photomicrography (Fig. 3) demonstrated that these cells were in fact
stillborn. The small cells are stillborn even at the permissive
temperature of 24°C where the vast majority of slt2-1 cells
are viable (Fig. 2 A). We do not know why these cells are
dead. Staining of DNA with the fluorochrome DAPI showed
that the small, pear-shaped cells had inherited nuclei.
Another phenotype presented by the sit2 mutants is an increased mortality in stationary phase. An example of this
sensitivity is shown in Fig. 4. Congenic sit24 and SLT2 +
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the mutant cells were viable after 8 d, whereas the SLT2+
strain maintained its viability throughout this period of time.
SLT2+ cells were nearly 100% unbudded from 3 d on in
YPD, whereas the mutant cells reached a peak of 84% unbudded cells at 3 d, followed by a drop to 67% unbudded
cells at 5 d, before stabilizing at 76 % unbudded cells at 8 d
of incubation. Cell lysis was visible in the sit2-1 culture after 3 d of incubation in YPD and a cross-feeding effect may
explain the increase in the number of budded cells seen between 3 and 5 d of incubation. However, lysis of both budded
and unbudded slt2 cells in stationary phase suggests that the
mutant is not fully capable of mounting a G1 arrest response
in addition to its overall starvation sensitivity.
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Figure 2. Cell viability and cell size heterogeneity in the slt2-1 mutam. (A) Cell viability of CMY678 sit24 cells growing in exponential phase in YPD at 24°C (o) and after transfer to 30°C (e) or
370C (A). Cell viability was determined by spotting cells on YPD
plates and observing microscopically the percentage of cells capable of forming a micrccolony after 12-24 h of growth at 24°C. (B)
Histogram of the individual cell volumes of CMY678 sit2-1 cells
grown in exponential phase in YPD at 240C (n) or after transfer
to 30"C for 4 h (f~) or to 370C for 4 h (,,). (C) Histogram of
the individual cell volumes of the CML6 SLT2+ isogenic control
strain grown in YPD at 24°C (t3) and after transfer to 37°C for 4 h
(,.). Cells were partitioned into volume classes differing by 12 gm
as per Johnston et al. (20).

The slt2: :HIS3 Disruption Has a Phenotype Similar
to That of the slt2-1 Mutant
A disruption of the SLT2 (MPKI) gene was reported to cause
a temperature-sensitive cell lysis defect (25, 60). We repeated this analysis in order to determine whether the same
result is true in our strain background and to compare the
phenotypes of our EMS-induced slt2-1 mutant with that of
an SLT2 gene deletion. A 1.3-kb HindIII fragment internal
to the SLT2 gene was replaced with the HIS3 gene. This substitution deletes sequences encoding all but the first 74 amino
acids of Slt2p. The slt2::HIS3 fragment was used to disrupt
one of the SLT2 genes in a diploid yeast strain. After sporulation and dissection of tetrads at 24°C, two slow growing
slt2::HIS3 segregants and two faster-growing SLT2+ segregants were generally observed. The slt2::HIS3 segregants
were temperature sensitive for growth at 37°C with the expected cell-lysis phenotype. We observed that the slt2::HIS3
strains at 24°C grew more slowly than the slt2-1 mutant,
with slt2::HIS3 cells showing at 240C a cell-size heterogeneity and a degree of cell lysis resembling that seen for slt2-1
at 30°C.
The Heterogeneous Size of the sit2 Mutants
Recalls the Phenotype of Actin Cytoskeleton and
Polarized Growth Mutants
The presence of both abnormally small and abnormally large
ceils in the sit2 cultures could be due to a defect in polarized
cell growth. During budding, cell surface growth is directed
primarily to the bud via secretory vesicles that are targeted
to this portion of the plasma membrane. If this process of
directed secretion is partially inhibited without otherwise
affecting cell growth and division, then we would expect
buds to be smaller than usual and mother cells to grow abnormally large (assuming that untargeted secretory vesicles
can fuse with the plasma membrane of the mother cell). Just
such a phenotype has been observed for several mutants of
the yeast cytoskeleton, including act1 (34), myo2 (20), and
tprrd (29), defective in actin, an unconventional myosin, and
tropomyosin, respectively. Because of these similarities, we
examined our slt2 mutants for other phenotypes associated
with defects in polarized growth.

cells were cultivated in a rich YPD medium at the permissive
temperature of 240C and the cellular viability and budding
index were followed over a period of 8 d. The slt2d cells
started dying by 3 d of incubation in YPD and only 20 % of

Chitin Deposition Is Delocalized in the slt2-1 Mutant
Chitin is deposited in the cell wall to form a ring at the base
of the bud in wild-type cells (7). In haploid cells, the site of
bud emergence is adjacent to the previous bud, whereas in
diploid cells the pattern of budding is bipolar (8). Chitin can
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Figure 3. The abnormally small, pear-shaped slt24 cells are stillborn. CMY678 sit24 ceils growing at 24°C in YPD, or after a 2-h incubation at 30°C to increase the frequency of the small, pear-shaped cells, were spotted onto a thin layer of YPD agar on a microscope slide
and cell proliferation was monitored at room temperature over a 24-h period by time-lapse photomicroscopy. Arrows indicate the positions
of the small stillborn cells. Cells of this highly characteristic size and morphology never gave rise to a bud. The arrowhead in the 24°C
24-h panel points to a mother cell that has grown anomalously large. Bar, 10/~m.

be stained specifically with the dye Calcofluor (42, 44). Localization of chitin in the haploid slt2-1 mutant at the permissive temperature of 24°C (Fig. 5 A) was quite similar to that
of the wild type (Fig. 5 E), with fluorescence restricted to
one extremity of the cell in the form of clearly discernible
bud scars. After incubation at 37°C for 3 h, wild-type cells
showed a slight and transient delocalizafion of chitin synthesis (Fig. 5 F ) that we attribute to a transitory G1 arrest in-

A

duced by the heat shock (Fig. 2 C and reference 21). The
mutant cells at 37°C showed a much greater chitin delocalization (Fig. 5 B). Large, round cells showed the brightest
staining with the greatest degree of delocalization. A similar
result was seen with the act1 (34), myo2 (20), and tpm/(29)
mutants. We also observed that slt2/slt2 homozygous diploid
mutants have more severe phenotypes than the corresponding slt2 haploid cells. For example, a heterogeneous cell size
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viability rapidly in stationary
phase. CMLI2 sit2-1 (e) and
isogenic CML13 SLT2÷ cells
(o) were grown at 24°C in
YPD medium over a period of
8 d. Cell viability (A) and the
percentage of budded c~lls (B)
were monitored as a function
of time.

Figure 5. slt2-1 mutants show delocalized deposition of cell surface chitin, sit24 ceils growing in YPD were fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde
and stained for chitin with Calcofluor. (A) CMY678 sit24 haploid cells grown at 24°C and (B) after transfer to 37°C for 3 h. (C) CML15
sit24 homozygous diploid ceils grown at 24°C and (D) after transfer to 37°C for 3 h. (E) CML6 SL/2 + isogenic strain at 24"C and (F)
after transfer to 37°C for 3 h. All cells are shown at the same magnification. Bar, 10/~m.

and delocalized chitin staining was observed for slt2-1/slt2-1
diploid cells at the permissive temperature of 24°C (Fig.
5 C). The intensity of chitin staining of the slt2-1/slt2-1
diploid cells increased after incubation at 370C for 3 h (Fig.
5/9). Interestingly, diploid cells deleted for the TPM/gene
encoding tropomyosin (29) and myo2-66 homozygous dip-
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loids (20)were also reported to have more severe phenotypes
than the corresponding haploid cells.

Actin Cortical Patches Are Delocalized in sit2 Mutants
The lysis observed in the slt2::HIS3 strains at 24°C makes
their characterization difficult. The addition of osmotic
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Figure 6. Polarization of cortical actin spots is perturbed in the slt2::HIS3 mutant. The CML22 SLT2+ wild-type (,4) and the isogenic
CML20 slt2::HIS3 strains (B) were grown in YPD + 0.8 M sorbitol at 24°C and then transferred to 37°C for 2 h. Cells were fixed in
3.7% formaldehyde and stained for filamentous actin with rhodamine-conjugated phalloidin. Bar, 10/~m.

stabilizers has been reported to suppress the temperaturesensitive lysis of slt2(mpkl) disruption mutants (26, 60).
Hence, to overcome the technical difficulties due to cell lysis, we tested the growth of slt2::HIS3 and SLT2+ cells in
YPD media containing sorbitol at concentrations of 0.5-1 M.
We found 0.8 M sorbitol to give the best suppression of the
sit2::HIS3 mutant phenotypes with the least inhibition of
growth of our isogenic SLT2+cells. However, although 0.8 M
sorbitol suppressed the temperature sensitivity of the slt2-1
and slt2::HIS3 strains, this suppression was incomplete,
Some cell lysis and unusually small ceils were still observed
at 370C. We looked at the distribution of filamentous actin
in slt2::HIS3 and SLT2y~ strains at 37°C in YPD + 0.8 M
sorbitol using rhodamine-conjugated phailoidin. In S. cerevisiae, actin localization reflects the sites of cell surface
growth (22).
slt2::HIS3 and wild-type cells growing in YPD medium
containing 0.8 M sorbitol at 240C had a normal actin distribution (data not shown). After transfer to 370C for 2 h, the
slt2::HIS3 cells growing in YPD medium containing 0.8 M
sorbitol showed a clear delocalization in their distribution of
cortical actin spots (Fig. 6 B) when compared to the SLT2+
control strain (Fig. 6 A). Numerous actin spots were observed in the mother cell portion of mutant cells with small
buds, a situation which is virtually never seen in wild-type
cells. There remained a significant residual polarization of
the actin spots in buds in these cells that is consistent with
the partial suppression of the mutant phenotypes by the sorbitol. Thus, the SLT2 kinase is required at high temperatures
for the normal distribution of the actin cytoskeletal network.

Secretory Vesicles Accumulate in the
slt2: :HIS3 M u t a n t
Cytoskeletal mutants with defects in polarized growth, such
as actl (34), myo2 (20), and tpnd (29), have been shown to
accumulate secretory vesicles. We examined slt2::HIS3 cells
growing at 24 ° or at 37°C in YPD + 0.8 M sorbitol by electron microscopy for a similar phenotype. Sections of glutaraldehyde-fixed cells were postfixed in a 1:1 mixture of 2%
osmium tetroxide and 3% potassium ferrocyanide before
staining with lead citrate. This treatment results in a strong
staining of reducing sugars that allows an excellent visualization of elements of the secretory pathway and the yeast cell
wall (Fig. 7). The slt2::HIS3 cells growing at 24°C in YPD
+ 0.8 M sorbitol (Fig. 7 A) were indistinguishable from wildtype cells. These cells contained a small number of tubules
near the inner surface of the plasma membrane or extending
from the nuclear membrane and some strongly stained cisternae in the cytoplasm (data not shown). The tubules resemble elements of the endoplasmic reticulum and the cisternae resemble discrete Golgi compartments that have been
previously identified by immunoelectron microscopy (41). A
small number of secretory vesicles was also observed. In
budded cells, the secretory vesicles were found preferentially
near the tip of the bud, as shown in Fig. 7 A and as seen in
wild-type cells (Fig. 7, WT). In contrast, two types of aberrant internal morphology were observed in slt2::HIS3 cells
transferred to 37°C for 1.5 h. Both budded and unbudded
cells with dramatic accumulations of secretory vesicles distributed throughout the cytoplasm were observed (Fig. 7 B).

Figure 7. The slt2::HIS3 mutant accumulates secretory vesicles and internal cisternal membranes that resemble closely those seen in
actl and myo2 mutants. Cells were prepared for electron microscopy as described in Materials and Methods. The cells were grown in
YPD + 0.8 M sorbitol whereas the actl-1 and myo2-66 cells were grown in YPD without sorbitol. (,4) A CML20 slt2::HIS3 cell at 24°C.
(B and C) slt2::HIS3 cells transferred from 24 ° to 37°C for 2 h before glutaraldehyde fixation. (D and E) myo2-66 cells were transferred
from 24 ° to 37°C for 3 h before fixation. (Fand G) act1-1 cells were grown at 240C and then transferred to 370C for 1.5 h before fixation.
s, secretory vesicles; n, nucleus; v, vacuole; m, mitochondrion; g, Golgi compartments. Bar: (WT,A, B, and D-G) 1/zm; (C) 0.77/~m.
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Fragmented vacuoles were seen in many of these cells. In
some sections, a proliferation of tubular networks and unusual doughnut-shaped structures was also observed (Fig. 7
C). Similar doughnut-shaped forms have been seen in sec
mutants blocked late in the secretory pathway (35). Isogenic
wild-type ceils growing in YPD + 0.8 M sorbitol at 37°C
did not show any unusual accumulation of secretory vesicles
or internal membranes (Fig. 7, WT). We saw no signs of obvious cell wall defects in the slt2 mutant. A similar analysis
was carried out for the slt2-1 mutant transferred from 24 ° to
37°C for 1.5 h in YPD without sorbitol. An accumulation
of secretory vesicles within the slt2-1 mutant was also observed, although to a lesser degree than that seen in the slt2::
HIS3 mutant at 37°C.
We have examined thin sections of the myo2-66 and act1-1
mutants at the restrictive temperature of 370C with the same
electron microscope stain used to study the sit2 mutant. We
found that the myo2 (Fig. 7, D and E) and act1 (Fig. 7, F and
G) mutants greatly resemble the slt2 mutant in their accumulation of secretory vesicles and membranous structures. This result is in complete agreement with the previous
descriptions of myo2 (20) and act1 (36) and suggests that the
sit2 mutant is similarly defective in targeting secretory vesicles to the bud.

Genetic Interactions Implicating SLT2 in
Cytoskeletal/Polarized Growth Functions
Characterization of sit2 mutants reveals defects in polarized
growth similar to those seen for the cytoskeletal mutants act1
and myo2. To test for genetic interactions between these mutations, we crossed the sit2-1 mutant with actl-1 and myo2-66
mutants and sporulated the resulting heterozygous diploids.
Tetrad analysis showed that the slt2-1, act1-1, and myo2-66
single mutant spores germinated and grew well at the permissive temperature of 24°C, whereas the slt2-1 act1-1 and
sit2-1 myo2-66 double-mutant spores were generally inviable. Approximately 90% of double mutant spores were inviable in a sample of at least 20 tetrads from each cross (the
genotype of the dead segregants was deduced from that of the
remaining viable spores in each tetrad). The slt2, act1, and
myo2 mutants are not in isogenic strain backgrounds. We
suspect that the existence of a small number of viable double
mutants in these crosses to be due to the segregation of polymorphic alleles in the different strain backgrounds that suppress partially the mutant phenotypes. In support of this
idea, we found that one-half of the slt2 segregants in these
crosses showed greater residual growth at 37°C than did the
sit2 parental strain. Strain background effects on the severity
of cytoskeletal mutant phenotypes have been frequently reported (1, 2, 29).
A more definitive demonstration of colethality between
sit2 and actl mutants was obtained by crossing CML29
(slt2: :HIS3/pFL44-SLT2) with CMY776(act1-1). The slt2: :
HIS3 mutation of strain CML29 is complemented by the
SLT2 gene on the multicopy pFL44(URA3) vector (4). Transmission through meiosis of pFL44-SLT2 occurs with high
efficiency. After sporulation and ascus dissection of a CML29
by CMY776 diploid, we analyzed the segregation of the
slt2::HIS3 and the act1-1 mutations in 10 tetrads in which the
pFL44-SLT2 plasmid was transmitted to all spores. We next
examined whether meiotic segregants were able to lose the
pFL44-SLT2 plasmid after non-selective growth on YPD
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plates at the permissive temperature of 24°C by replica plating to an FOA-containing agar medium at 24°C. FOA (3) inhibits the growth of those cells that contain the pFT.g4(URA3)
plasmid. All slt2::HIS3 act1-1/pFL44-SLT2 segregants were
incapable of growing on the FOA-containing medium at
24°C, whereas all other segregants grew on this medium. A
representative tetratype ascus is shown in Fig. 8, Thus, sit2::
HIS3 act1-1 cells are inviable in the absence of pFL44-SLT2.
An slt2::HIS3/pFL44-SLT2 strain (CML27) was also crossed
to a myo2-66 mutant (CMY830). All slt2::HIS3 myo2-66/
pFL44-SLT2 segregants were unable to grow on FOA plates
at 24°C, thereby showing that these two mutations are also
incompatible. We conclude that the inactivation of SLT2 can
be lethal in backgrounds in which the actin/Myo2p cytoskeleton is perturbed, thus suggesting a role for the SLT2 kinase
in the optimal functioning of the yeast cytoskeleton.
Deletion of the SLKI(BCKI) kinase gene leads to a constellation of mutant phenotypes that greatly resembles those
associated with the sit2 mutants, including a temperaturesensitive cell lysis defect, starvation sensitivity, and heterogeneous cell sizes with a population of unusually small cells
(11, 25). We found that the temperature-sensitive growth and
lysis phenotype of an s/k/-A2 mutant (11) could be partially
suppressed by transforming the strain with a multicopy plasmid containing the SLT2 kinase. Lee et al. (26) and Irie et
al. (19) also observed this suppression and have carried out
an extensive series of epistasis experiments suggesting that
the Slt2p(Mpklp) kinase is a downstream activation target of
the Slklp(Bcklp) kinase (see Discussion section).
The SSDI-v allele is capable of suppressing a wide range
of mutations that were isolated in ssdl-d backgrounds (56,
58, 61). Since we knew our lab strains to contain an ssdl-d
allele (56), and because Costigan et al. had previously shown
that slkl is suppressed by SSD1 (11), we tested for suppression of the slt2-1 mutation by SSDI-v. A YCp50-SSDI-vl plasmid (58) was capable of partially suppressing the temperature-sensitive growth and lysis of our sit2-1 ssdl-d strain.
Thus, SSD1 represents at least one polymorphic allele in dif-

Figure 8. slt2::HIS3 actl-I double mutants are inviable. The four
meiotic segregants resulting from a tetratype ascus obtained after
sporulation of the diploid strain CML29 x CMY776 were patched
onto a YPD plate at 240C. The spore genotypes are: (a) actl-1
SLT2/pFL44-SLT2; (b) ACT1 SLT2/pFL44-SLT2; (c) ACT1 sit2::
HIS3/pFL44-SLT2; and (d) act1-1 slt2::HIS3/pFL44-SLT2. The
cells were then replica plated to a synthetic medium without uracil
(URA) or to an FOA-contairdngmedium (FOA)at the 24°C permissive temperature for both mutants.
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ferent laboratory strain backgrounds that can modify the
penetrance of the sh2 phenotypes. Ssdlp (also known as
Srklp) has been suggested to play a role in protein phosphatase function, but no biochemical studies of this protein have
yet been reported (58, 61).

Discussion
sit2 Mutants Have Phenotypes Reminiscent
of Actin Cytoskeletal Mutants and Are Defective
in Polarized Growth
slt2 mutants exhibit a number of phenotypes that recall those
of yeast cytoskeletal mutants, including cell-size heterogeneity and morphological defects, delocalization of both chitin
deposition and actin cortical spots, and the accumulation of
secretory vesicles. Similar phenotypes have been reported
for mutants of actin (act1) (34), an unconventional myosin
(myo2) (20), tropomyosin (tpm/) (29), and sac1, sac2, and
sac3 (cold-sensitive suppressors of an actin mutant) (36).
These phenotypes may all be manifestations of defects in
polarized growth in these mutants due to perturbations of the
actin cytoskeleton. Hence, the actin cytoskeleton seems to
be required for directing secretory growth to the chosen site
of bud emergence in unbudded cells, and then, for restricting
growth to the bud after bud emergence. If this process is disturbed, then secretory vesicles (and possibly Golgi compartments as well) (41) will not be efficiently targeted to the bud,
and the buds will be smaller than usual. If the non-targeted
secretory vesicles can fuse to the plasma membrane of
mother cells, then these cells should grow abnormally large
at the expense of the buds. The fact that some cytoskeletal
mutant cells do get larger and show a delocalized deposition
of chitin in their cell walls indicates that secretory vesicles
can fuse to the mother cell plasma membrane. However, the
observation that secretory vesicles and aberrant cisternal
membranes accumulate within the act1, myo2, and sit2 mutants suggests that the nontargeted secretory vesicles do not
fuse efficiently to the cell membrane.
Cell size heterogeneity accompanied by abnormal actin
distributions and delocalized chitin deposition has also been
observed in profilin (pfy) (17), fimbrin (sac6) (1), actin capping protein (cap1 and cap2) (2), rho3 and rho4 (33), and
bern1 (10) mutants. These mutants have not yet been examined by electron microscopy for accumulation of secretory
vesicles. Profilin, fimbrin, and actin capping protein all interact directly with actin, but the relationship of Rho3p,
Rho4p, and Bemlp with the actin cytoskeleton has not yet
been determined. The similarity of the sit2 and cytoskeleton
mutant phenotypes suggests that the SLT2 kinase phosphorylates one or more of the cytoskeletal components and/or the
bud-site complex proteins in such a way that polarized
growth is stimulated. Less direct mechanisms are also possible. The SLKI(BCK1) kinase is a putative upstream activator
of the SLT2 (MPK1) kinase (see below). Costigan et al. have
shown that slid spa2 double mutants are inviable, whereas
either single mutant is viable at 24°C (11). Since Spa2p is
specifically localized to sites of polarized growth (53), this
synthetic lethal interaction supports the idea that SLK1/SLT2
pathway functions in regulating polarized growth.
The starvation sensitivity of the sh2 mutants (Fig. 4) is one
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phenotype that has not been reported for the cytoskeletal
mutants. It is not clear whether the necessity of SLT2 for normal stationary phase viability is related to its postulated role
in the actin cytoskeleton and cell polarity, or whether it represents a completely independent function of the kinase. The
slid mutant also loses viability rapidly upon nutrient starvation (11).
Deletion of the SLT2 gene is not lethal. The sh2::HIS3
cells grow slowly at 24°C, have defects in cell polarity, and
are prone to lysis. At 37°C, cells die rapidly with lots of lysis.
Many cytoskeletal components have similarly been shown to
be necessary for normal cell polarity and cytoskeletal structure at 22°-30°C without being necessary for cell viability
at these temperatures. Most of these proteins, including
fimbrin (1), profilin (17), tropomyosin (29), Saclp (36), Sac7p
(14), and Bemlp (10) are required for viability at low
(14°-16°C) and/or high (36°-38°C) temperatures. The relative dispensibility of these proteins may mean that there are
functionally redundant equivalents still to be found within
the cell. Alternatively, it may mean that the actin cytoskeleton can function, albeit poorly, in the absence of these proteins at 22°-30°C, but not under conditions of stress, such
as growth at low or high temperatures.
Torres et al. (60) have suggested that SLT2 is involved in
cell wall biosynthesis. This suggestion was based largely on
the fact that osmotic stabilizers can suppress (partially in our
strain background) the temperature-sensitive cell lysis phenotype of sit2 mutants. However, mutants of the cortical
cytoskeleton in yeast (1, 34) and in animal cells (30) can be
fragile and prone to lysis. As discussed by Costigan et al.
(11), mutants with defective cytoskeletons can sometimes be
suppressed by osmotic stabilizers. It is also possible that osmotic stabilizers suppress sit2 phenotypes by a completely
distinct mechanism. Slt2p is clearly a member of the MAP
kinase family (see Fig. 1 and reference 26). Recently, another MAP kinase isoform in S. cerevisiae, Hoglp, was
shown to be necessary for cell growth in media of high osmolarity (5). Hoglp is tyrosine phosphorylated, and presumably activated, upon addition of 0.7 M sorbitol to the growth
medium. Given the extensive sequence similarity between
Slt2p and Hoglp (see Fig. 1), it is conceivable that the partial
suppression of sit2 phenotypes could occur by Hoglp activation allowing it to phosphorylate some of the substrates that
are normally phosphorylated by Slt2p. In summary, suppression of sh2 cell lysis by osmotic agents may be explained in
several different ways. We suggest that any cell wall defects
that exist in sit2 mutants could be secondary consequences
of defects in polarized growth.
Two other MAP kinase isoforms of S. cerevisiae, FUS3
and KSS1, are activated by the mating pheromone pathway
(16). We have observed that sh2 mutants are slightly defective in projection formation upon addition of alpha factor or
in mating mixtures of yeast cells (data not shown), slid(bcid)
mutants also exhibit a projection formation defect (11). The
formation of a mating projection is another manifestation of
polarized cell growth in the yeast life cycle. The fact that sit2
mutants are only slightly defective in projection formation
may be due to the activation of the FUS3 and KSS/kinases
allowing them to phosphorylate and activate substrates critical for polarized growth that are normally activated by the
SLT2 kinase during mitotic growth.
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Activation of the SLT2(MPK1) MAP Kinase Homolog
Recent genetic evidence of Lee et al. (26) and Irie et al. (19)
suggests that the SLT2(MPKI) kinase is activated in a cascade
in which the BCKI(SLKI) kinase activates the redundant pair
of kinases MKKI and MKK2, which in turn activate the
SLT2(MPKl) kinase. Remarkably, the MKK kinases are
most similar in sequence to a class of MAP kinase-kinases
including STE7, PBS2, byrl +, and MAPKK (15). Furthermore, Bcklp(Slklp) is most similar in its kinase catalytic domain to the STE/1 kinase which is thought to phosphorylate
and activate the STE7 MAPKK. A dominant, activated mutant of the BCKI(SLKI) gene has been isolated as a bypass
suppressor of protein kinase C mutants (pkcl). It was thus
proposed that Pkclp is an activator of the Bcklp(Slklp)Mkklp/2p-Slt2p(Mpklp) cascade, pkcl mutants have an osmotic-remedial cell lysis phenotype that has been suggested
to be due to cell wall defects (27, 38).
We isolated our slt2 allele in a screen for mutants that enhance the division defect of partially inactivated cdc28 mutants. This phenotypic enhancement seems to concern a G1specific function of Cdc28p, since it was observed with the
cdc28-4 allele that is mainly defective in G1 functions of
Cdc28p, and it was not seen with the cdc28-1N allele that is
mainly defective in G2/mitotic functions of Cdc28p. Our
phenotypic analysis has suggested that Slt2p promotes polarization of cell growth to the bud. Cdc28p activation at Start
in Gl-phase also promotes bud emergence. We thus propose
that the SLT2 pathway is either a downstream activation target of the CDC28 kinase or that Slt2p and Cdc28p function
in parallel in promoting bud emergence and subsequent
growth. A Xenopus 42-kD MAP kinase can be activated by
the addition of CDC2-MPF to interphase oocyte extracts.
CDC2-MPF functions upstream of a MAPKK kinase in this
system (24). 42- and 44-kD MAP kinases are also activated
biphasically in the G1/S and G2/M phases of Chinese hamster ovary cells (59). Ultimately, direct biochemical assays
will determine whether Slt2p(Mpklp) activation is dependent on Cdc28p and/or Pkclp and whether its activation
varies during the cell division cycle.
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